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Ice cores have revolutionized our views of the Earth  
system. They record past climatic and environmental 
parameters that range on time scales from synoptic events 
to hundreds of thousands of years. For instance, the Vostok 
ice core reached an age of 420 ka (thousand years)  
(Figure 1), revealing a close linkage between climate and 
greenhouse gas concentrations over the last four 
glacial-interglacial cycles (Petit et al., 1999). Up to now, 
the longest ice core record is dated back to 800 ka from 
the Antarctic EPICA Dome C ice core (Jouzel et al., 2007). 
One of the most important findings from this record is that 
the present concentrations of primary greenhouse gases 
(i.e., CO2, CH4 and N2O) are at higher levels than any time 
during the past 800 ka, leading to a wide concern about 
greenhouse gas emissions from human activities and their 
roles in recent global warming.  

Marine core isotopic data revealed a significant shift at 
about 1 Ma (million years) in the dominant cycles of 
climate variability from 41 ka to 100 ka (Lisiecki and 
Raymo, 2005), a phenomenon hence termed the 
Mid-Pleistocene Transition (MPT). Before the MPT, 
global climate had a dominant cyclicity of 41 ka, a period 
associated with the variations in Earth’s axial tilt. After 
MPT, the climate system developed a quasi-cyclicity of 
100 ka associated with variations in the eccentricity of 
Earth’s orbit. Although several hypotheses have been 
developed to explain MPT in relation to greenhouse effect, 
the exact mechanism remains unclear. Ice cores are a 
unique climate and environmental archive, because they 
contain direct samples of ancient atmosphere, and have the 
advantage of precise dating, high temporal resolution and 
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good continuity. Therefore, ice core records extending 
beyond one million years are extremely valuable for 
verifying MPT, and identifying its causes. They will 
further deepen our understanding of the relationship 
between greenhouse gases and climate. Therefore, looking 
for ice older than 800 ka, hopefully reaching 1.5 Ma, is the 
most urgent challenge and one of the priorities 
recommended by International Partnerships in Ice Core 
Sciences (IPICS). 

 

 
Figure 1  A map of Antarctica, showing the blue ice areas and 
the potential drilling regions for the oldest ice. Data of blue ice and 
drilling region of interest are from Feng et al. (2016) and Voosen 
(2021), respectively. 

In practice, any potential sites for retrieving such old 
ice should have considerable ice thickness, low
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accumulation rate, low ice velocity and no basal melting. 
These conditions narrow the search down to central East 
Antarctica (Figure 1). The oldest ice will inevitably be 
very close to the bed of the ice sheet, where it is likely to 
be disturbed by ice flow. Before any ice core drilling, it is 
essential to establish a reliable local depth-age relationship 
through extensive ice sheet modeling with inputs from 
remote sensing data, information on critical features of 
bedrock topography, ice thickness, and ice sheet internal 
layers, together with limited ground traverses and in situ 
observations. If possible, multiple ice cores should be 
obtained for more reliable records. 

Dome A, the highest point on the Antarctic Ice Sheet, 
is a good example for such a site that potentially meets all 
these requirements (Zhao et al., 2018). Although ice core 
drilling began at the Chinese Kunlun Station near Dome A 
in 2012, its progress has been hindered by logistic 
difficulties due to the remoteness of the site. The Dome F 
ice core reaches an age of 720 ka, and recent studies 
indicate that the region immediately south of the Dome F 
drilling site continues to be a good candidate for obtaining 
even older ice cores (Karlsson et al., 2018).  

Recent remote sensing and ice sheet modeling studies 
identified two candidate sites at Little Dome C, an area  
~35 km southeast of the EPICA Dome C ice core drilling 
site (Figure 1) (Lilien et al., 2021). The European Beyond 
EPICA consortium established a drill camp in 2019 at 
Little Dome C. An ice-flow model tuned to the isochrones 
suggests an ice age likely reaching 1.5 Ma at ~2500 m in 
depth, i.e., ~65 m above the basal unit and ~265 m above 
the bedrock at Little Dome C (Lilien et al., 2021). A 
separate Australian team, traversing to the site from the 
Casey Station, have commenced a program to obtain a 
second Little Dome C ice core. The projects are 
independent but have a letter of agreement which 
undertakes to assist each other as capability allows and to 
collaborate on key publications. Together, they are 
working towards the objective of replicate MPT ice cores. 

A US-led team explored two other possible areas for 
ice core drilling near the South Pole in 2016 and 2017 
(Figure 1). However, new data from radar and laser 
altimetry suggest that Titan Dome is unlikely to contain 
ice old enough to capture MPT (Beem et al., 2021). In 
addition, Russian scientists have attempted to drill for old 
ice at Dome B, about 300 km away from their historic 
Vostok Station (Figure 1). 

Recently, discontinuous old ice has also been 
discovered in blue ice areas around the margin of the ice 
sheet. The pioneer work from the Allan Hills Blue Ice 
Area (Figure 1) provides snapshots of past climate and 
atmospheric composition as far back as 2.7 Ma (Yan et al., 
2019). Although these snapshots provide an incomplete 
picture of the Quaternary climate, the oldest ice is most 
likely found in the discontinuous sections of the blue ice 
areas. Much of this potential archive remains to be 
explored. 

Finally, it’s worth pointing out that modern dating 
techniques, especially radiometric dating methods with a 

time scale up to million years (e.g., 36Cl, 40Ar and 81Kr), 
allow us to correlate both continuous and discontinuous 
ice core records to other climate records and external 
forcings. For instance, 81Kr is a cosmogenic radionuclide 
with a half-life of 229±11 ka, hence a suitable element to 
date samples over the age range of 40 ka to 1.3 Ma. In 
recent years, the sample size needed for 81Kr dating has 
been drastically reduced by the emerging analytical 
method of Atom Trap Trace Analysis (ATTA) (Lu et al., 
2014), which enables its application for old ice core 
dating. 
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